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It is informative and presented in a fantastic fashion. When we talk with someone on the telephone we not
only listen to what the person is saying, we listen to how they are saying it: their tone, speed, inflection,
emphasis, hesitations, loudness, and many other things. A professional graphologist looks at hundreds of
indicators. This is a skill that will always be beneficial personally and professionally for me. Examples include
writing size, slant, and pressure. It indicates that the writer is fine, however they choose to act even more
upbeat than they feel inside. You get access to both so you learn faster. Get Enrolled Now. If you are having
doubts about this, just look at the signatures at the bottom of the Declaration of Independence here. Some
audio is recorded in studio and some are recorded live from a seminar. With it you can understand why people
do the things they do. Adding parts together is helpful. Some interesting facts about modern Graphology:
Handwriting-based Tool Offers Alternate Lie Detection Method According to ScienceDaily, for ages experts
and laymen have been analyzing and trying to crack the code of handwriting characteristics, in order to detect
an individual's personality traits, or in most cases, gauge their innocence in the case of a crime. Analyze
Handwriting in 10 Minutes. I look forward to making use of it! On unlined paper, the baseline is assumed by
the writer. Four fun and easy steps to your free report: 1. Those with light pressure try to avoid energy
draining situations. Current studies say that through graphology it is possible to detect even lies. Using these
first two steps you can begin to put together your own "profile" which can be useful in both personal and
professional relationships. Desiree from Washington, Washington, D. This short video shows you how to spot
these features and what they mean to you. Most of us want to put on a good face for the world to see. Size The
size of the writing indicates the writer's desire to be noticed. It is open to all people interested in the subject:
Students, teachers, human resources professionals, psychologists. Learn Handwriting Analysis Free online:
Graphology courses The Online Course of introduction to graphology aims to introduce this wonderful
technique that is graphology to each participant, understanding the fundamental concepts in a simple way,
developing an inward look that leads to self-knowledge and discovery of your partner, friends, co-workers.
Here are what the different baselines indicate. People who dot their "i's" and cross their "t's" precisely tend to
be more meticulous than those who don't. Remember, when the writing matches the signature in slant, size,
baseline, etc. In other words, I quite liked and enjoyed this lesson. Now let's think about what it means if your
slant and the slant of a friend of yours differs. Quite enjoying this course. Handwriting analysis, or
graphology, is the science involved in producing a personality profile of the writer by examining the
characteristics, traits and strokes of an individual's handwriting. In this course you only need the desire to
learn, as it frees you from the demands of the certified courses. The brain sends the orders to the muscles of
the hand so that they execute each one of the movements in the paper, revealing personality traits. The
combination of these 5 traits help you spot the difficult people instantly. Also, if you turn the page over and
feel the underside you can feel how much pressure was used especially if the sample was written on a soft
surface. Handwriting Analysis- What is it? I'm sure I will refer to this often. I know it seems impossible, but a
trained graphologist can gather an astonishing amount of information about the writer just from analyzing
their handwriting. Find or produce a suitable handwriting sample. They have found that these handwriting
characteristics differ when an individual is in the process of writing deceptive sentences as opposed to truthful
sentences. Gary didn't stop there. Please be aware that the information on this page is NOT for people who
plan to become professional handwriting analysts. In the Handwriting Insights slide deck there are 10 different
variations covered.


